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We tried Hoxx VPN Proxy in the private and public lists, and they worked without problems, but
their performance is significantly slower than similar VPN services for Chrome. It isn't unusual to
see speeds of up to 10Mbps with Hoxx VPN Proxy, but they get slower as you move down the list.
Browsing speed is something that is impossible to ignore. It's not a popular opinion, but we have to
say that we prefer VPN services to proxy services. And that's why Hoxx VPN Proxy gets the red flag
on the test bed. Once we started using the addon, we had no further issues in the way of the addon
connection, but Hoxx VPN Proxy's performance was far from perfect. Connection and disconnection
from the server were often very slow and didn't happen with every connection. As for its overall
performance, Hoxx VPN Proxy doesn't do a great job. The addon shows the number of active
connections, and while some are always active, the connection is closed again as soon as you close
the browser. The performance can be varied and depending on the server you're using, the speed
may either be satisfactory or far from ideal. The Hoxx VPN Proxy free edition can be downloaded
from the addon's official website (link in the form of a QR code). If you're the type who doesn't want
to spend money on an online privacy tool, Hoxx VPN Proxy is a decent one to try. What's great about
Hoxx VPN Proxy is that it doesn't require any specific settings. Instead, it uses the default settings of
your Internet browser, so you don't have to do anything to get connected to your favorite VPN. Your
time will come again! If you're really interested in keeping your online privacy, Hoxx VPN Proxy is
the right tool to try. Hoxx VPN Proxy has a reasonable performance in terms of speed, but its impact
on your network connection is clearly visible in our tests. The Hoxx VPN Proxy free edition is a great
tool, but it doesn't give you the best performance. We recommend the premium edition instead.
Hoxx VPN Proxy (VPN Browser Extension) is a VPN and Proxy add-on for the Firefox and Chrome
web browsers. Do you want to access blocked websites from certain countries, but you live in a
different country? Hoxx VPN
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• For Firefox, Chrome and Opera. • Change the country of your web browser. • Hide your IP address
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and access websites outside of your region. • Protect your online anonymity with one click. • Change
the servers according to your needs. • Works perfectly with TOR. • Easy to use and to configure. •
Various pricing plans are available. • A tutorial to use your Hoxx VPN Proxy and Hoxx VPN Proxy
Guide. What’s New -added: a few more countries to the Premium list -fixed: “hidden” files are now
displayed when you open the “Recent Tasks” and “Bookmarks” panels -fixed: the settings dialog
wasn’t properly displayed on the iPhone. -added: “Show DNS Servers” checkbox to the list of options
in the settings -added: “Show VPN Logs” checkbox to the list of options in the settings -added:
“Update Frequently” dialog to the list of options in the settings [b]Feedback and support[/b] -If you
have any feedback or questions, you can leave a reply to this review or you can contact us through
our support forum. It's also possible to find some help and suggestions about Hoxx VPN Proxy on
[url= It's one of the best proxy tool for Firefox users! No matter you're not a professional, you can
use it safely and reliably. It's a great asset for the Internet privacy. KeyMACRO Description: • For
Firefox, Chrome and Opera. • Change the country of your web browser. • Hide your IP address and
access websites outside of your region. • Protect your online anonymity with one click. • Works
perfectly with TOR. • Easy to use and to configure. • Various pricing plans are available. • A tutorial
to use your Hoxx VPN Proxy and Hoxx VPN Proxy Guide. What’s New -added: a few more countries
to the Premium list -fixed: “hidden” files are now displayed when you open the “Recent Tasks” and
“Bookmarks” panels -fixed: the settings dialog wasn’t properly displayed on the iPhone. -
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System Requirements:

- Windows 7, 8, 8.1, or 10. - PC Specs: - CPU: Intel Core i5 2400, i7 2600, i7 3770, i7 3820, i7 3840,
i7 3900, i7 3940x, i7 3960x, or i7 4900MQ (2.6Ghz) - RAM: 8GB or more - Graphics: Nvidia GeForce
GTX 660 or AMD Radeon HD 7770 or better (as of the Time of this Guide
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